Save the date

Evy Jokhova
I dance for you my edifice
Performance
by Flora Wellesley Wesley
Sunday, 9 September 2018, 3pm

To mark the the end of the exhibition,
Evy Jokhova invites dancer and
choreographer Flora Wellesley Wesley to
treat the sculpture Edifice I as a dance
partner, performing on the final day of
the exhibition.
Followed by a conversation between
Evy Jokhova and Sophie J Williamson,
curator Camden Arts Centre.

Edifice I, 2018, beech, MDF, felt, steel, castor wheels, foam,
motion sensors, arduinos, soundboards, audio. Photo: Andy Keate

Flora Wellesley Wesley collaborates with a variety of choreographers, visual artists and directors as a
performer and researcher on projects for camera, stage, and gallery and site-specific spaces, as well
as making her own work. She created and orchestrated various 'meanwhile dances' and pop-up
shows with Hiru Dance Organisation and was on the editorial team of BELLYFLOP Magazine for
several years. Flora is an active member of Equity and advocates for good practice and workers' rights
in the dance field.

Sophie J Williamson is a curator and writer based in London. Since 2013, as Programme Curator
(Exhibitions) at Camden Arts Centre, she has realised ambitious solo exhibitions and new
commissions by international artists, including Kara Walker, Moyra Davey, Glenn Ligon, Ruth Ewan,
Ben Rivers, Geta Brătescu and many others. Her writing has appeared in Frieze , Art
Monthly and Aesthetica , as well as exhibition publications and independent journals. She previously
worked on a range of major international exhibitions, including the inaugural Singapore Biennale
(2006), the Venice Biennale (2007) and the first Asia Triennial Manchester (2008), as well as a range
of projects across Europe, Asia, the UK and online. She received her a BA in Fine Art from Goldsmiths
College, London and an MA in Curating Contemporary Art, Royal College of Art. She was the first
recipient of the Gasworks Curatorial Fellowship in 2016.

Gallery Opening Hours
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday 11 am until 6:30pm
Thursday 11am until 8pm
Or by appointment
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